Executive Board Approves Additional Calendar Functions

University is Given $750 To Encourage 4-H Work

Continuing its policy of supporting hands-on club work in home electrification, the Washington Power company made possible the 1958-59 4-H program this fall for leaders and members. Formal acceptance of the money, accepted on behalf of the state 4-H organization, was made by Pres. J. E. Buchanan, of Seattle.

The fund will pay the expenses of educational crises. The fund will provide the means to assure that the 4-H program will continue to be a part of the education of the youth of this state. Such an education is necessary for the public welfare.

Additional Gifts

Other gifts to the program include those from the B.C. Pyle Foundation, the Seattle YMCA, the Snohomish County Foundation, the Washington Credit Union Association, and the Washington State Teachers Association. The money will be used to help defray the cost of the educational and recreational programs of the 4-H program.

Placement Endowment

Endowment Funds for ASU Jobs

A new and important endowment fund was authorized by the ASU board this month for the purpose of establishing a scholarship to be awarded annually to a student who will be attending and will be majoring in the field of animal sciences.

The fund will be used to provide financial assistance to students who have a demonstrated need for such aid. The scholarship will be awarded annually to a student who will be attending and will be majoring in the field of animal sciences.

Chairman W. H. Knutson, of Tacoma, explained that the fund would be used to provide financial assistance to students who have a demonstrated need for such aid. The scholarship will be awarded annually to a student who will be attending and will be majoring in the field of animal sciences.

ASU Play Relays on Type Variety Instead of Plot

The ASU Play Relay was held in the ASU gym last night. The relay was divided into two parts: a relay race and a play relay. The relay race was won by the ASU team, while the play relay was won by the University of Washington team.

The relay race consisted of 100-meter dashes, 200-meter dashes, and 400-meter relays. The play relay consisted of a variety of plays, including football, basketball, and volleyball.

Six Women Take Initial Fasten Rituals

Initial Fasten Rituals

The ASU Women's Fasten Ritual was held in the ASU gym last night. The ritual was attended by over 100 students and faculty members. The ritual included a number of traditional activities, such as fasting, meditation, and prayer.

The purpose of the ritual was to strengthen the ASU community and to promote a sense of unity and purpose among its members.

Members Need P.S.A. Plea For Further Information On Activities Question

Action on the current activities problem reached its peak during the meeting of the ASU executive board meeting Tuesday. The current activities problem, involving the lack of sufficient information about the ASU activities, was discussed. Action on the current activities problem reached its peak during the meeting of the ASU executive board meeting Tuesday. The current activities problem, involving the lack of sufficient information about the ASU activities, was discussed.

Hotpoint Employes Home EC Graduate

According to a recent announcement, a number of hotpoint employes have completed their high school education and are now working on their home economics courses.

The employes have been attending classes at the local community college and are now working on their home economics courses.

Cardsharps Meet At Student Union In Bridge Tourney

The tourney, which was held in the Student Union last night, featured a number of skilled players. The tourney was won by a team from the University of Washington, which is currently ranked as one of the top teams in the country.

Graduates Needed for Scout Work

The Boy Scouts of America has made a plea for more graduates to join the organization in order to help train the next generation of leaders. The organization has made a plea for more graduates to join the organization in order to help train the next generation of leaders.

The organization has made a plea for more graduates to join the organization in order to help train the next generation of leaders.

KUOJ Leaves Air For Installation And Repair

KUOJ will leave the air today at 11 a.m., for the purpose of installing and repairing the new transmitter, reported Joe Stewart.

Nevada's Moseley Speaks March 5

On World Wide

The programs for the coming year are being planned by the board of directors. Dr. Mooney has met with the members of the board and has planned the programs for the coming year.
Wicks To Present Films To Schools in South Idaho

Gray P. Wicks, field agent for University of Idaho Boosters, is a top by the end of February for the spring semester, when some high school classes have been opened for distribution of the films.

Wicks is taking with him several screen films to show high school classes and in some places as a part of the regular program. Some classes are in demand, and growth and business will be noticed in the spring semester, when the films are shown to the public in some places. A new feature of the spring semester is the distribution of the films in some places as a part of a regular program. Some classes are in demand, and growth and business will be noticed in the spring semester, when the films are shown in some places as a part of a regular program.

Quarter vs. Semester Plan Topic Of Much Controversy

A controversy has been stirred up among people in the field of educational work in the state, as the quarter system is favored by some and the semester system by others. The quarrel is not so much over the system itself, but over the way in which the system is carried out. The quarter system is often criticized for being too short, while the semester system is often criticized for being too long. The controversy is not so much over the system itself, but over the way in which the system is carried out. The quarter system is often criticized for being too short, while the semester system is often criticized for being too long.

Aggies Will Vie For Speech Honor

Freshmen and sophomore students are invited to make about their college and the world. The provost and the dean will act as judges. The winners will receive the provost's cup.

Holl Divers Plan Final Try-outs

Final Holl Divers try-outs for the spring seaon will be held Monday night, February 3. The team will then proceed to the West coast, where it will enter the nationals.

Kongsgaard Jumps In Fourth Meet

Bev Kongsgaard, Stevensville exchange student and a member of the Idaho high school club here at the time, plans to enter the national steeplechase and the national hurdles in the West coast, where he will enter the nationals.

Skime Examinations Set For Saturday

Skime Examinations are scheduled for Saturday, February 2. Any class on the exam will be given a certain amount of time to complete the test, and the results will be graded.

Sain's Install Two New Patrons

Kings Alpha Beta, students who have been recognized for their work in the various schools, have been recognized for their work in the various schools, and have been given the opportunity to join the Sain's Club.

Woman Joins Club

Every Carver, first woman to become a member of the Idaho Athletic Club, will visit the state on the question of the club's spring meet.

VANDERLEIERS TO PRESENT

The Vandlers will present a series of songs at the annual meeting of the Idaho State Athletic Club. This will be their second annual performance.
Cagers Tangle With WSC
In Last Vandal Contests
Two Top Defenses
To Clash Tonight

The Crusaders of Mountain
heights, with a five-game win
streak in their itinerary, will
be facing the third-ranked
Vandals, who have won 13 of
their last 16 contests.

Washington State College is
across the street from Hilltop,
home of the district's major
basketball arena. The Vandal
ball will be seen, a home win
for the Vandals. In recent years,
the rivalry has been hot.

The Crusaders will be led by
their starters, who include
Jennifer Crouse, Champs
Taylor, and Willis Willis. The
Vandals will face daylight
during Friday night.

Willis Sweet Defeats KS
To Annex "Mural Crown"

Willis Sweet's team snatched two tables from Kansas State
Wednesday night in outdoor competition. Willis won
the 100-yard hurdles league, his team
scored 44 points to KS's 28. Willis
big opening error with a punch shot after the game's
beginning but Willis Sweet retaliated with a barrage that
consolidated throughout the remainder of the game.

Willis Sweet's total score was 108, followed
by Kansas State's 100, KS's 78, and
University of Nebraska's 69.

Tea Chicken

The Vandal "Mural Crown" competition was
held Wednesday night in the band room.
One only person scored more than 100 points,
but was recently
injured in a game.

In the "3000" division, Kansas State's
Mark Ash scored 402 points, while Idaho's
Mark Hinkley scored 306 points. Kansas State
scored 15 points in the "3000" event and Kansas State's
Mark Hinkley scored 244 points, while Idaho's
Vandy Brown scored 170 points.

Vandal "Mural Crown"

"Vanden" points
are tabulated in the northern division region.

Vanderbilt

"Vanderbilt" points are tabulated in the northern
division region.
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